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Summary

There is an industry wide interest in acquiring lower frequency seismic data. There is also an interest in assuring that the broadband data provides added value in processing and interpretation, to better resolve structure and to provide improved amplitude analysis at the target and at the reservoir. There are industry reports that when comparing the new and more expensively acquired broadband lower frequency data with conventional recorded data, taken over a same region, that these two datasets have the expected difference in frequency spectrum and appearance, but they provide little or no difference in structural improvement or added benefit for amplitude analysis at the target and reservoir. The methods that take recorded data and determine structure and perform amplitude analysis are migration and migration-inversion, respectively. There are two objectives of this paper: (1) to demonstrate that all current migration and migration inversion methods make high frequency asymptotic assumptions, that consequently do not provide for equal effectiveness at all recorded frequencies, at the target and reservoir. The consequence is that in the process of migration, they lose or discount the information in the newly acquired lowest frequency components in the broadband data, and (2) we address that problem, with the first migration method that will be equally effective at all frequencies at the target and reservoir, and will allow the broadband lower frequency data to provide improved structure and more effective amplitude analysis.

Seismic acquisition and seismic processing must be consistent and aligned to provide interpretive value from broadband data.

Introduction

Migration methods that use wave theory for seismic imaging have two components: (1) a wave propagation model, and (2) an imaging condition.

We will examine each of these two components in this paper. After a brief general introduction, the focus will be on the specific topic of this paper: the frequency fidelity properties of migration methods. That analysis leads to a new and first migration that is equally effective at the target and/or the reservoir. A paper, Weglein (2016), provides a detailed development of this new migration method. In that paper, the new migration method is used to provide a definitive response to the role of primaries and multiples in seismic processing. This paper focuses on the frequency fidelity properties of all current and the new migration method.

For the imaging principle component, a good reference to start with is Jon Claerbout’s 1971 landmark contribution. He listed three imaging principles: the exploding-reflector model which is for stacked or zero offset data. We call this Claerbout imaging principle I. The second imaging principle is the time space coincidence of up and downgoing waves. Waves propagate down from the source, are incident on the reflector and the reflector then generates a reflected up-going wave. According to Claerbout II (CII), the reflector exists at the location in space where the wave that is downward propagating from the source and the up wave from the reflector are at the same time and space.

Claerbout III (CIII) imaging starts with surface source and receiver data, and predicts what a source and receiver would record inside the earth. The CIII imaging principle then arranges the predicted source and receiver to be coincident and asks for t = 0. If the predicted coincident source and receiver experiment at depth is proximal to a reflector you get a non-zero result at time equals zero. CIII provides a direct and definitive yes or no at every subsurface point.

These three imaging conditions will give exactly the same result for a normal incident spike plane wave on a single horizontal reflector.

Claerbout II and III are of central industry interest today, since we currently process pre-stacked data. Imaging condition II and III will produce different results for a separated source and receiver located in a homogeneous half space above a single horizontal reflector. That difference forms a central and key message of this paper.

Before we undertake that comparison, let us take a look at a realization of the CIII imaging principle. Stolt’s 1978 landmark contribution realized CIII imaging in the Fourier domain.

Stolt FK migration is

$$M_{\text{stolt}}(x, z) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^3} \int \int \int d\omega dx_y dx_z dk_{xz} \times \exp(-i(k_{xz}z + k_{xs}(x - x_s))) \times \int dk_{gz} \exp(-i(k_{gz}z + k_{gs}(x - x_s))) \times \int dt \exp(i\omega t) D(x_y, x_z, t).$$ (1)
The weighted sum of recorded data, summed over receivers basically predicts the receiver experiment at depth, for a source on the surface. The sum over sources predicts the source in the subsurface, as well. Then the predicted source and receiver experiment is output for a coincident source and receiver, and at time equals zero; it defines a CIII image. Each step (integral) in this Stolt Fourier form of CIII has a specific physically interpretable purpose towards the CIII image.

Stolt made two extensions to Claerbout III. One was retaining the $k_s$ information, angle dependent information at the target for structure and amplitude analysis, and in addition, introduced a point reflectivity. That point reflectivity automatically provides the specular reflection coefficient if there is one. It also provides a point reflectivity, an operator, which you can use for structure, which is non-planar, and to perform subsequent amplitude analysis. Those two extensions to get plane wave reflection coefficients and point reflectivity are only realizable in Claerbout III. Claerbout II cannot be extended and generalized in these two ways. Claerbout II is the basis and starting point for all current RTM methods. Hence, all RTM methods have certain intrinsic limitations, in terms of the ability to interpret images.

Claerbout II imaging

$$I(\vec{r}) = \sum_{\vec{x}_S} \sum_{\omega} S'(\vec{x}_s, \vec{r}, \omega) R(\vec{x}_s, \vec{r}, \omega). \tag{2}$$

$R$ is the reflection data (for a shot record), run backwards, and $S$ is the source wavefield.

The CII imaging is somewhat ad-hoc and not nearly on the same firm physical foundation and as interpretable as CIII.

We compare the CII and CIII where it is not a propagation issue, and where the structure is simple, that is, we consider a homogeneous medium above a single horizontal reflector. We will apply Claerbout II and Claerbout III and examine the differences.

In Figure 1, we see the model. The migration velocity here is 1500m/s.

Figure 2 is the result from Claerbout II for one shot record. There is an inconsistency in the image. The bottom image in Figure 2 shows a blow up to see the lateral inconsistency in the CII image. If you want to associate the image with something like structure and/or reflectivity, you are not obtaining something that is consistent in the simplest possible example.

Figure 3 shows the equivalent one shot record image of the Claerbout III Stolt migration.

Stolt’s CIII produces a consistent and interpretable image. What people do in practice, with CII for one shot record is they stack over sources. They treat the CII algorithm as if it was intrinsically flawed and noisy. In Claerbout III, the sum over receivers, $dx_r$, is required to bring the receiver down, the sum over sources, $dx_s$, is required to bring the source down.

The sum over sources in Claerbout III is not fixing something that is inconsistent and intrinsically amiss, as the sum over sources seeks to mitigate in Claerbout II. There is no physics in CII to the sum over sources.

Now set the migration velocity be a discontinuous function $c_0$ over $c_1$ in Figure 4. In Figure 5, we perform Claerbout II for one trace, one source and one receiver and output the result. You find this ellipse and these (in)famous rabbit ears due to the $c_0, c_1$ migration velocity model. Faqi Liu, et al, have provided a method to remove rabbit ears in Claerbout II when imaging with a discontinuous velocity.

Even for the single horizontal reflector and with rabbit ear removal the CII image is not consistent. And in fact,
the reduction or removal of the rabbit ears can have a negative impact on the image itself. Let’s compare this to Claerbout III.

The new CIII migration in Figure 6 for two way propagating waves (from equation 4) produces the coincident source and receiver above and below the reflector with a light and dark amplitude for \( R_1 \) and \(-R_1\), respectively. There are no rabbit ears in the new CIII (equation 4). With this new two way wave propagating CIII migration, you can, e.g., obtain the reflection coefficient from above and from below a top salt reflector.

**How do high frequency approximations/assumptions enter a migration algorithm?**

How do you know if a migration method has made a high frequency approximation?

If you have a picture shown in Figure 7 (a set of candidate images in the migration process) at any step or stage in the migration method, then the migration method has made an asymptotic high frequency assumption/approximation. As we saw for Claerbout II, for one source and one receiver, the image is an ellipse. If you have a travel time ellipse of candidate images, that’s an absolute and definite indication that the migration method has made a high-frequency approximation. This picture (Figure 7) is a ray-theory picture.

In Figure 8, we compare the results of CII and III for one source and one receiver. CII provides an ellipse while CIII does not. CIII provides a local image. In CII, in this simplest case, where the data is perfect and the medium is homogeneous, the contribution from one source and one receiver, you obtain a set of candidates. CII will never provide candidates. CIII will bring you to a point in the earth where you have a coincident source and receiver experiment. At time equals zero, if there is a non zero result, you are at a reflector, there is a structure there, not a possible or candidate structure. The result from Claerbout II is a set of candidates of possible structure. That’s intrinsic to Claerbout II, hence intrinsic to all current RTM. So, if you are doing RTM today and any extension of it, understand that you have made a high frequency approximation in your migration methods. Similarly Kirchhoff migration is an asymptotic high frequency approximate of Stolt CIII (see Figure 9).

There are other ways that high frequency approximations can enter migration methods. If you made a stationary phase approximation, the migration method is a high fre-

---

**Fig. 4: The velocity model.**

**Fig. 5: Claerbout II RTM image for one trace.**

**Fig. 6: Claerbout II RTM image after artifacts removal. Please note the inconsistent image along the reflector.**

**Fig. 7: (1) If there is a travel time curve of candidate images within the method, it is a high frequency “ray theory” approximation/assumption.**

\[
t = \frac{r}{c} \text{ where, } \begin{align*}
q \equiv \sqrt{(x-g)^2 + z^2} + \sqrt{(x-a)^2 + z^2}.
\end{align*}
\]

**Fig. 8: Imaging Conditions and High Frequency Assumptions. Left panel: No high frequency assumption. Right panel: High frequency assumption.**
The new M-OSRP Claerbout III (Stolt extended) migration method is equally effective at all frequencies at the target and at the reservoir. Equation 4 was used in obtaining the result above and below the reflector in Figure 10.

\[
P = \int_{S_s} \int_{S_g} \left[ \frac{\partial G_0^{DN}}{\partial z_s} \right] \int_{S_s} \left[ \frac{\partial G_0^{DN}}{\partial z_g} \right] dS_g dS_s (4)
\]

(Green, 2-way waves) for details see Weglein et al. (2011a,b) and F. Liu and Weglein (2014)

**Conclusion**

To obtain broad band benefit and added value requires effective deghosting and a migration method that treats all frequencies with equal effectiveness at the target and reservoir. This paper provides a first migration algorithm with those qualities and benefits. Seismic acquisition and processing must be consistent and aligned to provide interpretative value at the target and reservoir from broad-band data.
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